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Untitled - Barb Priem
Barb uses water color, pen, marker,
and crayon on paper to draw
buildings on a cityscape. She favors
bright reds, blues and greens for her
buildings. Barb’s use of outlining
helps distinguish the buildings and
move the eye across her piece.

Untitled - Roy Bedward
Roy Bedward is a local artist
who enjoys painting, drawing,
wordworking and using clay.
His work can be found at www.
roybedwardenterprises.com
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Executive Director’s Message

Kevin Keisling, Executive Director
“Life is a gift, and it offers us the privilege, opportunity, and responsibility to give something back by
becoming more.” Anthony Robins.
Dear Friends,
Opportunities are presented to us every day; some of them big, some small. Sometimes we have an opportunity
to change our circumstance, to try something new, or to expand our horizons in ways that we have never
dreamed. 2012 was a year of opportunity for Avenues and for the people that we supported. Many of the
people that we served considered living with a new roommate, tried a new job, explored a different way of
getting help, or used technology in a way that opened up new possibilities. As an organization, Avenues
embraced the opportunity to provide Support Broker services to IRIS Participants throughout the state.
As you read this report I hope that you are inspired by the stories of the people who chose to consider the
positive possibilities and their courage to make the most out of their circumstances, even during difficult
times. These are just a few examples of the many people with disabilities who are engaged and connected to
their communities, not through services alone, rather through their contributions and talents.
I also want to acknowledge the dedicated staff at Avenues for their hard work and efforts to go beyond their
basic duties and responsibilities. Their willingness to engage in creative conversations, to act in ways that
encourage and promote inclusion, and to advocate to allow people with disabilities to receive the supports
they need to live in the community.
From all of us at Avenues, we thank you for the privilege to be a part of the lives of the people with disabilities
that we serve. We look forward to continuing this mission for years to come.
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MISSION

MISSION STATEMENT
Supporting adults with developmental disabilities and traumatic brain injuries in realizing their
dreams and desires by helping them find the supports and services they need to live and work in
the community.

SERVICES WE PROVIDE
Avenues staff, referred to as Support Brokers, provides mandated case management and service
coordination services to adults in Dane County who live in a variety of residential settings including
supported living arrangements, family’s homes, and Adult Family Homes. Service coordination
involves developing, monitoring, and implementing an individual’s support plan so that they
receive the services they need to live and work in the community. Service coordination also
involves maintaining a person’s eligibility for all available funding sources as well as exploring
community resources and natural supports.

DEVELOPING PLANS

Avenues Support Brokers conduct annual planning meetings with the person, their guardian, and
support team members to discuss the person’s basic needs and individual outcomes. Once the plan
has been developed, the Support Broker provides ongoing service coordination to ensure that the
person’s basic needs are being met. The Support Broker also provides quality assurance to ensure
that the plan is being implemented and that the person’s individual outcomes are being achieved.
This plan is reviewed minimally every six months, more often if needed.

MONITORING SAFETY
Avenues Support Brokers help identify supports that are built around each person’s unique needs.
People are encouraged to have life experiences where they can safely learn and grow. As a part of
the planning process, individual health and safety needs are discussed and reviewed regularly.
Avenues Support Brokers provide access to education about home and community safety issues as
well as independent living skills. They also advocate on the person’s behalf to ensure that the
support plan is implemented.

COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

Support Brokers also provide information about community activities and other resources.
Avenues Support Brokers focus on the person’s outcomes related to community involvement as
central points in the planning process. In addition, Support Brokers identify specific ways that
each team member can help the person realize these outcomes and monitor the ongoing progress
of these outcomes.
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Pam’s Story
by Susan Watson

I

n the fall of 2011, Pam lost her mother and shortly
thereafter her father was diagnosed with a serious and
progressive illness affecting his ability to care for his
daughter without assistance. Fortunately the family had made previous arrangements naming Pam’s cousin,
Sandra, as Pam’s stand-by guardian. Sandra, along with her sister Kathie, made a commitment to keeping
Pam and her father together in their home for as long as possible. As a result, Pam’s Support Broker,
Susan Watson, met with Pam and Sandra to discuss Pam’s needs and plans for her future. Based on the
needs assessment and planning process, Pam was connected with MA Personal Care services, a United
Cerebral Palsy of Greater Dane County (UCP) cooking group, a UCP in-home safety assessment, and the
UCP respite program. Pam was also connected to the Community Activity Program (CAP) through the
East YMCA as well as a weekend social group with Madison School and Community Recreation (MSCR)
to increase peer interaction and community activity. Pam’s Support Broker also made referrals to Dean
Clinic’s Audiology department to assess Pam’s hearing and the UW Speech and Hearing Clinic to identify
technology that would further enhance Pam’s communication.
The most significant outcome of the planning process was Pam’s securing a pair of hearing aids and is best
described by Sandra in an e-mail that she sent to Susan Watson:
“I just have to e-mail you and tell you Thank you so much for setting up the audiology appointment and
then taking Pam and Uncle Jack for the initial visit! Without you, we would have had to cancel due to the
snowstorm and me living out of town.
I just can’t express how wonderful this afternoon was at Pam’s Audiology appointment. Pam consented
to let Sarah clean her ears (again! Yes, I am talking with Dora and Eunice to see if we can’t teach her to
clean her ears better), then plugged her into a machine that did something for about 2 minutes. Sarah
then stood up, unplugged the wires from Pam’s hearing aid, sat down and quietly asked Pam, “How are
you doing?” Pam answered (really loudly) “Fine”, and then jumped a bit
because she startled herself with her loud voice. I started crying
immediately, Uncle Jack looked at me and said “Did she hear that?” I
nodded and he started crying. I had brought along a soda as a bribe so
I said, VERY QUIETLY, “Pam, do you want your soda?”
and she answered “yeah!” She got her soda! I would
have given her the 12 pack at that point.
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Sarah taught her how to take them out and put them back in. Then Pam said “Let’s just leave them in now”
and I started crying again. She loves hearing! I told her “Now you can hear the music and you can dance
with Kathie” She says “Yeah” all smiles. We had the radio on for awhile as we drove to the seamstress. She
was smiling and I was boogying while driving. Then we turned the radio off so we could talk. No more
conversations without her not wanting to be involved. What a change this is going to be for her life!
“What’s that?”
“It’s Anderson’s grandchildren playing outside and laughing.”
Then, I knew she could hear perfectly, when Uncle Jack did that hawking sound when he has phlegm in his
throat, which is totally gross, and she looked at him in alarm and said “Dad!” in a totally disgusted voice.
Yeah, it’s an amazing day! Aunt Rosey is up there just smiling down on us.
Pam wouldn’t stop talking. She is speaking more clearly. I would repeat words to her and she would repeat
them back to me perfectly! She was using more musicality in her voice when talking, using more vocal
inflections.
I need to get her to a speech therapist. How do I do this? Will Medicaid cover it? I don’t care, we have to
do it!
I called my husband and was telling him about Pam (blubbering like a baby, of course), and he got all
choked up and teary eyed too! So did my daughter! This means so much to all of us, I just can’t tell you!
I’m going to send a thank you note to Sarah at Dean Clinic (along with a picture of her and Pam). Is there
anyone else I should thank for this amazing gift of hearing aids? AND the insurance to cover replacements?
I have notes everywhere to make sure she doesn’t wear them
in the shower, but.....I’m afraid we’re going to break at least
one pair before she totally understands. But, who knows.....
she really loves those hearing aids and I’m worried she won’t
want to take them out tonight.
It’s just amazing, I just keep crying thinking about this afternoon.
and her repeating to me, “Va-ca-tion” and NOT sounding
like a deaf person, rather like someone looking forward
to her VACATION.
Thank you so much for everything you have done for Pam and all of us!”
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Deanna & Jenny’s
Story

by Andrea Gehling and Lisa Koob

D

eanna and Jenny are individuals who know
what they want. They both have determination
and conviction which has gotten them both
through similar life-altering health issues and prolonged
transitions in housing. That may be the reason why
Deanna and Jenny get along so well. Deanna and
Jenny went to school together in McFarland. After
graduating from high school, Jenny worked for a
short time at McDonalds before a lengthy hospital
stay. Jenny returned home and then moved out
on her own with support from Community Living
Connections. Meanwhile, Deanna moved to Madison
and started working for Wal-Mart. Over 20 years later,
Deanna and Jenny reconnected at just the right time.
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Jenny had recently moved into Elven Sted Apartments
in Stoughton and Deanna was looking for a supported
apartment in the community so she could be discharged
from Badger Prairie Health Care Center. With the help
of their family, Avenues to Community Support Brokers
and Community Living Connections, Deanna and Jenny
got together for a first meeting after all these years.
Deanna made art for Jenny at their first meeting and
Jenny had it hung up in her apartment by the time Deanna
was back for a second visit. They made faces at each other
over dinner at their second meeting and smiled from earto-ear. Their shared sense of humor, strong respect and
understanding for one another and their mutual love for
the color purple make them good roommates and friends!
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Linda’s Story
by Amy Quaerna

L

inda is a woman with a full and active life. She is almost always on the
go and enjoys spending time with family and friends on a daily basis. A
few years ago, after many years without any paid employment, Linda
started expressing a desire to find a job. Linda did not have a budget for
vocational support, which her team realized was something of an obstacle. They
began brainstorming ideas for helping Linda find and maintain employment.
Linda’s Support Broker completed a referral for Linda to receive assistance
from the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR). Linda and her
team met with her assigned DVR counselor and developed an employment
plan. Linda had several short-term job experiences in which she thrived.
However, these were short-term and she was disappointed when they ended.
Eventually Linda began working with a job developer who identified a potential job
at a UPS Store. Linda was hired and began working at the store doing a variety of
cleaning tasks. DVR provided funding for the job development and initial training
at the store. Although Linda learned her job tasks quickly, there were some “bumps”
along the way. She and her team realized that she would need some minimal
support on an ongoing basis in order to experience long-term success in her new job.
Linda’s Support Broker approached Dane County to request a small amount of
funding for supported employment services. This request was approved based
on the “Partners with Business” model. Essentially, this support model allows for
Linda to receive on-the-job assistance from natural sources such as supervisors and
coworkers. A minimal amount of funding goes to the supported employment agency,
Channels to Employment (Channels), to provide additional support when challenges
arise. A Channel’s job coach checks in with Linda and her supervisor on a regular
basis to ensure that things are going smoothly and to offer assistance when needed.
Linda has now been working at the UPS store for over a year and is a valued
employee. Linda’s job success has been a result of her hard work combined with
the supportive and flexible work environment at the UPS store. She reports that
her favorite things about her job are the people she works with and the paychecks!
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Support Broker’s Role
Support Brokers are required
to have an understanding of
numerous eligibility requirements
and funding policies. They have
to follow all Medicaid Waiver
guidelines, have an understanding
of the different benefit options
available to the people they
support, be familiar with different
community resources, and
understand the medical aspects of
supporting people with disabilities.
Most importantly, Support Brokers work for the
person and together with the members of the
person’s support team, develop meaningful person
centered plans that identify who the person is
and what their needs are so that they can achieve
their individual goals and outcomes. Support
Broker duties and responsibilities are outlined
in greater detail in the SDS Support Broker’s
Manual and the Quality Standards for Support
Brokers Manual which can be found on the
Dane County Human Services website at www.
danecountyhumanservices.org
As the system-wide case manager, the Support
Broker must also attain certification to administer
Wisconsin’s Long-Term Care Functional Screen
(LTC FS) to determine the client’s eligibility for
Waiver services. In 2012, the Department of
Health Services required all certified screeners
to take an Inter-Rater Reliability Test (IRRT).
If agencies who administer the screen received
a composite score below 80% they would be
required to complete a Quality Remediation Plan
of Correction. Avenues’ composite score for the
IRRT was 87%. The highest overall score of
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91% was achieved by Support
Broker Stephanie Iliff and Program
Director Josh Enslin.
Avenues also provided Support
Broker services to 13 different IRIS
Participants throughout the state.
Although the role of the Support
Broker in IRIS is different than
in Dane County’s Self-Directed
Services system, the approach of
identifying individual outcomes
through a person-centered planning process is
the same. The Support Broker assisted the IRIS
Participants with exploring community resources
and natural supports as an essential part of the
planning process. Avenues Support Brokers were
able to use their experience with individualized
budgets to help the IRIS Participants achieve their
outcomes in a cost effective manner.
Avenues conducted a consumer satisfaction survey
of IRIS Participants and their guardians. The
survey was similar to the survey that was sent to
Dane County consumers and guardians. The
return rate for the IRIS survey was 45% (5 of 11).
100% of the respondents said that they think that
having a Support Broker in IRIS is helpful and
that they want to continue to work with their
current Support Broker. On a scale if 1 to 10,
with a 1 representing no or least satisfied and a
10 representing yes or very satisfied, the overall
average score was a 9.9. As expressed by an IRIS
Participant’s guardian “She (Heidi Scherr) has an
unbelievable understanding of Chris’ needs. She cares
too. It amazes me actually. Please never take Heidi
away from helping Chris. She is my savior.”

Quality Assurance
Support Broker agencies in Dane County are required
by contract to conduct a consumer satisfaction survey
every two years. In an effort to uniformly measure the
performance of individual Support Brokers, as well as
Support Broker agencies, the Support Broker Coalition
decided to use the same survey. Questions for the survey
were developed in 2006, with input from consumers, and
are based on six performance standards that are outlined in
the Quality Standards for Support Brokers Manual which
include: Individual, family, and community relations;
Individual goals and plans; Ongoing supports; Fiscal
responsibilities; Support Broker skills and conduct; and
Assessing quality.
The surveys were sent out in November 2012. A paper
copy of the survey was sent to consumers and guardians.

Service providers were able to complete an electronic
version on the Survey Monkey website. There was a 28%
(80/282) return rate for the consumer survey, a 39%
(67/172) return rate for the guardian survey, and a 25%
(120/473) return rate for the provider survey.
On a scale of 1 to 10, with a 1 representing no or least
satisfied and a 10 representing yes or very satisfied, the
overall average score was a 9.2 for the consumer survey,
9.7 for the guardian survey, and a 9.3 for the provider
survey. There were no requests by consumers, guardians
or family members to change Support Brokers. Individuals
completing the survey could also share their comments
about their experiences. A few of those comments are
highlighted below:

“I feel fortunate to have Andrea (Gehling’s) help with so many things that affect (our son’s )life.” - Guardian
“Susan (Watson) has been more than helpful and supportive. I do not know what we would have done this past year
without her compassion, assistance and advice. She has become an invaluable friend to our family. My family cannot say a
more heartfelt thank you to Susan.” - Parents
“Stephanie (Thousand) has only been my son’s Broker for a short time, but in that short time, she has made an excellent
impression on us. My son and I have been very blessed to be connected with such great Brokers through Avenues.” - Guardian
“Lisa (Koob) has been very approachable and accessible. She has a very low key approach, which is what (our daughter)
needs. Lisa has been a godsend.” - Parent
“We could not have a better Broker. She (Amy Litzer) is very caring and always informative.”- Parent
“Heidi (Scherr) is organized and keeps meetings on track. She is not a nay-sayer to new ideas and approaches.” - Provider
“Toni (Gadke) is amazing. She is always there to talk through any issues as they may arise and really knows what’s going
on. She is so easy to work with, I wish there were more Brokers like Toni.” - Guardian
“I enjoy having Stephanie (Iliff) on the team for two of my consumers. She does an excellent job, is professional, and
represents herself very well.” - Provider
“Al (Poliarco) goes above and beyond what is expected. He is compassionate, understanding person that works well with
special needs persons. Al always expresses all options, discusses them well and we decide what is best for Troy’s needs. He
has a lot of good ideas. I hope Al never leaves Avenues.” - Guardian
“Veena (Brekke) is not only great at her job but compassionate and always goes the extra mile to help out.” - Guardian
“Cheri (Rogers) is great. It is good to have an experienced Support Broker to rely on when tough issues come up.” - Guardian
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES GUIDE
Data for the performance measures report on the following page was adapted from a program status report originally
created by Dane County in 2006. This current report was slightly modified to account for contract funding returned
and is based on information submitted to Dane County on the monthly 610 reports through December 31, 2012.
The 610 report is used to tally the amount of time Support Brokers spend with each consumer every month. This
time is documented by Support Brokers in monthly log notes, which are a record of the contacts the Support Broker
has with, or on behalf of, the consumer. Minimally, Support Brokers are required to have a direct or collateral
contact with the consumer and bill a minimum of .25 hours every month. They are also required to meet with the
person every three months and review the person’s service plan every six months.
There are occasions when time spent by the Support Broker cannot be billed on the 610 report. This mainly occurs
when a person is in a non-waiver allowable setting such as a hospital, nursing home, or institution. Although the
Support Broker plays an essential and vital role with discharge planning and advocacy during these periods, this
time is not reflected in the annual unit total. In 2012 Avenues tracked a total of 591.25 hours of non-billable time.
Avenues was also able to bill for Medicaid Targeted Case Management for two individuals who were eligible for
Medicaid but not for the CIP Waiver programs. Dane County was able to capture $3,523.48 in revenue for hours
billed by Avenues for Targeted Case Management in 2012.
NUMBER OF MONTHS DATA REPORTED
NUMBER OF PERSONS SERVED
AVERAGE MONTHLY POPULATION (AMP)
AVERAGE BROKER CASELOAD SIZE
UNITS OF SERVICE PROVIDED
CONTRACT AMOUNT

AVERAGE COST PER PERSON PER YEAR
COST PER UNIT OF SERVICE
FUNDING RETURNED
NUMBER OF ADMISSIONS
NUMBER OF TERMINATIONS
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER
CONSUMER PER MONTH (BASED ON
AMP)
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Reports the number of months that units of service were reported
on the 610 reports.
This is the unduplicated number of consumers who had units of
service reported during the year.
This is the average number of consumers served per month.
This is the average number of consumers served by a Support
Broker based on a 1.0 FTE position.
This is the total number of units of service reported on the 610
forms for the year.
Indicates approved contract totals from Dane County minus
funding returned. The 2012 amount does not include funding for
the certification fee.
This is the contract amount divided by the number of persons
served.
This is the contract amount divided by the units of service reported
in the given year.
This is the amount of underspent contract funding which cannot
be carried over from year to year.
Total number of new consumers to the agency added to the
Avenues 610 report in the given year.
Total number of consumers who left the agency and removed from
Avenues 610 report in the given year.
Reported for case management services only. This is based on the
total number of units of service divided by the average monthly
population served, divided by the number of months in a year.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES GUIDE
WORK
OUTPUTS
Number of months
data reported
Number of
persons served
Average monthly
population (AMP)
served
Average Broker
caseload size
Units of service
provided
EFFICIENCIES
Contract amount
Average cost per
person per year
Cost per unit of
service
Funding returned
OUTCOMES
Number of
admissions
Number of
terminations
Average # of hours per
consumer per month
based on AMP

2007 Actual

2008 Actual 2009 Actual 2010 Actual 2011 Actual

2012 Actual

12

12

12

12

12

12

285

287

304

290

294

292

269

276

284

286

277

280

24

25

25

25

25

25

15,671.00

15,487.50

16,056.25

16,827.00

17,201.50

17,370.50

$765,679

$728,564

$745,063

$746,805

$747,466

$791,118

$2,687

$2,539

$2,451

$2,575

$2,542

$2,709

$49
$0

$47
$362

$46
$1,915

$44
$661

$43
$0

$46
$528

14

15

25

2

10

15

14

7

17

6

17

9

4.9

4.7

4.7

4.9

5.2

4.9

As compared to 2007, Avenues has provided services to more consumers, both in total served as well as average
served per month. Although the average caseload size has remained relatively stable, the total number of units of
service has increased significantly. The average cost per person has increased slightly, the cost per unit of service
has decreased slightly. There were nine different people who were closed off (terminated) our census in 2012. The
reasons for the closures included: six people passed away; one person transferred into a nursing home; and two
people chose a Support Broker from a different agency. For the fifth year in a row, fewer than 1% of the total
number of people served chose to leave Avenues to hire a Support Broker from another agency.
In addition to the Dane County contract Avenues provided Support Broker services to 13 different IRIS
Participants, one consumer through a contract with The Human Service Center, one consumer through a contract
with Kewaunee County, and one consumer through a private pay arrangement.
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Living
Arrangement
40% PARENTS/FAMILY
15% ALONE
22% ONE ROOMMATE
14% TWO ROOMMATES
1% MORE THAN TWO ROOMMATES
8% AFH/CBRF

Of the 292 different consumers served in 2012,
40% (116) lived with their parents or other family
members. 15% (43) of the people served lived in
their own home or apartment. The majority of these
people who lived alone shared residential support
with others who lived in an apartment complex or
other housing arrangement in close proximity to one
another, typically called a clustered site.
Avenues’ Support Brokers play a critical role in
working with other Broker agencies and residential
providers to identify compatible roommate matches
while recognizing the importance of individual choice.
The distribution of living arrangements for the people
that Avenues supports represents the various options
that are available to people in Dane County based
on their needs and preferences.

Age Distribution
21-25
Age Distribution

Of the 292 people served in 2012, 40% (117)
were female, 60% (175) were male. The graph to
the right demonstrates demographic information
related to the person’s age. Although the highest
percentage of people served were between the
ages of 36-45, there were 61 (21%) people who
were over the age of 55 and 24 (8%) people who
were over the age of 65. As the people we support
continue to get older, we are anticipating that
their support needs will increase. Avenues will
continue to collaborate with Dane County and
provider agencies to address the needs of our
aging population.

26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66+
0
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Number of people

60

Christopher’s Story
N
ot every story has a lavish beginning or grandiose happy ending.
Some stories, like the one of Christopher and his family, are a
work in progress. In the Spring of 2012, Avenues to Community,
Inc. received a referral from an IRIS Consultant to provide Support Broker
services to Christopher. IRIS (Include, Respect, I Self-Direct) is Wisconsin’s
Self-Directed Supports Program for older people and adults with disabilities.
The reason for the referral was something that sounded all too familiar.
Christopher’s mother had spent every hour, day in and day out, helping to
coordinate his supportive home care services, schedule his staff, verify time
sheets, and coordinate medical appointments. She was basically running
a residential agency for one person, on top of working and caring for her
aging parents. She was doing it all and was exhausted. She was also worried
about what Christopher’s life would be like if something happened and she
couldn’t be there.

Christopher, his mother, the IRIS Independent Consultant and the Support
Broker identified what Christopher’s needs were and what was important to
him and his future. The Support Broker then took on some of the coordination
activities. The Support Broker also worked with the direct care staff to train
and delegate some of the day to day responsibilities to them.

by Heidi Scherr

The Support Broker continues to problem solve with the team to help
Christopher have a stable life at home so that mom can go back to being
“mom” instead of a full-time case manager. In the past year, Christopher’s
mother has been able to go back to working full-time and Christopher’s
staff are able to manage more of his day to day needs. Christopher’s team
continues to have a lot of work ahead of them, but they are now able to
focus more of their energies on planning and community involvement so
that Christopher can have a happy future.

2012 Surplus Funds Returned
Each consumer has an individual Self-Directed Services (SDS) budget that they can use to purchase services to meet their needs. This
budget is developed by Dane County at a point in time; generally when the person enters the service system. The Support Broker
works with the person, their guardian, family members, and service providers to develop a plan of support that will meet the person’s
needs within their SDS budget. This budget can be adjusted based on a change in the person’s needs or as the result of funding
reductions. Depending on the dates of service, or type of service, a surplus can occur in a particular quarter. If this occurs, the Support
Broker will review the SDS budget with the person, and when applicable their guardian, to discuss the use of these surplus funds as
it relates to their plan of support. If the surplus funds will be used at a later time during the year as a part of the person’s plan, then
they are kept. If the surplus funds are the result of under utilization of a particular service, of finding alternative resources to meet
the person’s needs, or from negotiating a lower rate for services or changing service providers, then the funds are returned to Dane
County. Dane County uses these returned surplus funds to support other people who might require an increase in their SDS budget
due to a change in needs. In 2012, with the help from their Avenues’ Support Broker, consumers returned $50,655 in surplus funds.
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2012 STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
STATEMENT OF
ACTIVITIES AS OF
DECEMBER 31, 2012

STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL POSITION AS
OF DECEMBER 31, 2012

Revenue and Support

Current Assets

Dane County
Other Program Income
Interest Income
Miscellaneous Income
Satisfaction of Program Restrictions

$

TOTAL REVENUE

$

Expenses:
Program Expenses
Admin Expenses
Total Expenses
Change in Unrestricted Net Assets

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts Receivable
Prepaid Expenses

$
$
$

125,725
4,410
5,789

850,965

TOTAL CURRENT
ASSETS

$

135,924

$

752,715
88,098
840,813

Other Assets
Restricted Cash
Security Deposit
Total Other Assets

$
$
$

4,669
3,224
7,893

$

10,152

TOTAL ASSETS

$

143,817

Total Current Liabilities
Net Assets:
Unrestricted Board
Designated
Temporarily Restricted

$

67,789

$
$

71,359
4,669

$

791,118
58,190
1,261
26
370

Temporarily Restricted Net Assets
Contributions and Interest
Satisfaction of Program Restrictions
Change in Temporarily
Restricted Net Assets
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Liabilities and Net Assets
$
$

1,006
(370)

$

636

NET ASSETS AT
BEGINNING OF YEAR

$

65,240

TOTAL NET ASSETS

$

76,028

NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR

$

76,028

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
NET ASSETS

$

143,817

ROAD TO SUCCESS FUND
With final approval by the Avenues to Community, Inc. Board of Directors in December of 2002, the Road to Success Fund
consists of money raised through fund-raising events, grants, as well as specified donations received. The purpose of the Road to
Success Fund is to provide financial support to consumers of the agency to assist with otherwise unmet needs. The Road to Success
Fund is a Board designated restricted account and funds in this account can be carried over from year to year. Money allocated
to the Road to Success Fund cannot be used for administration, agency operating or personnel expenses. A committee made
up of the Executive Director, an Avenues Support Broker, a family member, and an Avenues consumer meets
approximately three times a year to review requests. Revenue generated in 2012 for the Road to Success Fund
included $1,000 from the Madison South Rotary Foundation. Throughout 2012, the Road to Success Fund
Committee approved six requests totaling $370.
THE FUTURE FUND
The Future Fund is a Board designated unrestricted fund. Monies in this account are used to offset expenses
not covered by the Dane County contract and can be carried over from year to year. Revenue for the Future
Fund was increased mainly through the following activities:
Super Bowling
The 7th annual Super Bowling Event was another great success! Avenues clients, employees, friends, family members, and corporate
sponsors participated in the event. The West Dane County Chapter of Thrivent Financial for Lutherans was a significant partner
by contributing $500. Funds raised from this event totalled $7,246.
		
Access to Community Services (512)
Avenues is a member of Access to Community Services (ACS), which is an umbrella group made up of eleven organizations
working together to help people with disabilities and other challenges to live, work, play and succeed in our community. More
than 3,500 individuals receive services from ACS organizations every year. ACS organizations are not affiliated with the United
Way of Dane County. Individuals can contribute to Avenues and ACS organizations through State, County and City employer
campaigns. State of Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics, Dane County, and City
of Madison employees can donate to Avenues through the Partners in Giving combined campaigns. Avenues is listed under
Access to Community Services as number 512 in the Combined Campaign and Partners in Giving brochures. In 2012, Avenues
received $2,541 from donations made to Access to Community Services through these campaigns.
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Thank you to all of our 2012
Super Bowling sponsors
Able Trek Tours
Benvenutos Italian Grill
Bowl-A-Vard Lanes
Buffalo Wild Wings
Cool Beans
Central Service
FIRED Up
HuHot
Insurance and Investment Professionals
Jac’s Dining and Tap House
JN Woodworks
Oak Bank
Office Depot
Overture Center
Prime Quarter Steak House
Princeton Club
The Carey Group
Willy Street Coop
Welling Kitchen and Bath

